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For years, Vespa has won over 
entire generations with its 
charisma that transmits freedom 
and its unconventional style. In its 
intense history, Vespa has been the 
protagonist of cultural and social 
revolutions, musical and custom 
movements, cinematic films, works of 
art and songs. It has dictated fashion 
and trends and it has transcended 
frontiers to conquer the entire 
world, an icon of unique design and 
values of environmental awareness 
and independence.



Providing a changing world with two wheels and an engine, the 

Vespa Primavera first made its début in the late 1960s, heralding 

in revolutionary new ideas. Echoing its epic success, Vespa 

Primavera now renews that legend, reinterpreting it in fresh 

and light lines, becoming an example of style and technology. 

Vespa Primavera once again becomes a protagonist of its times, 

inviting you to participate in a new revolution: this Vespa “small 

body” demonstrates all of its liveliness both in city traffic 

conditions and on the open road, giving you maximum riding 

pleasure. Thanks to the compact, peppy and highly technological 

i-get engine (Italian green experience technology), enclosed in a 

livery that expresses all the dynamic character written in its 

DNA, Vespa gives its travelling spirit a full say, transforming 

every urban outing into a small adventure. Vespa 
Primavera

iconic design

lightweight and easy 
to ride

high performance 
with low emissions

colourful and fun150



150

Vespa 
Primavera S

vivacious, modern 
and technological

TFT dashboard with 4.3” 
full colour display

Vespa MIA connectivity 
system

sporty trim 



150

Vespa 
Primavera
Touring

Perfect for those 
who love to travel

Front and rear 
luggage rack

elegant flyscreen

dedicated saddle





Heir to that generation of sporty Vespas that invaded 

the European streets in the roaring Sixties with a quick 

small body, Vespa Sprint was born to make your everyday 

commute fun. Rich in technologically advanced features 

and designed to achieve stability and handling levels at 

the top of its class, it is the modern reinterpretation of 

pluck and determination on the road. It is easy to ride 

thanks to the innovative engines in the i-get (Italian Green 

Experience Technology) family that interpret a new design 

philosophy under the banner of smoothness and comfort.



150

Vespa 
Sprint

Distinctive design

characteristic square 
headlight

lightweight and easy to ride

high performance with low 
emissions 



150

Vespa 
Sprint S

aggressive look and 
dedicated graphics 

sporty saddle 

TFT dashboard with 4.3” 
full colour display

Vespa MIA connectivity 
system





Vespa

GTS
The sturdy steel body of the GTS combines tradition and advanced 

technical research, resulting in the perfect companion to reach any 

destination. Comfortable, safe, versatile and technological, GTS is ideal 

for sparking any desires for travel, combining the urban spirit of a 

large-body, comfortable, protective and technological vehicle with a 

passion for touring. This queen of safety and reliability on the road 

guarantees on-board comfort suitable for any adventure, calibrating the 

desired power for a perfectly harmonious ride with two technological 

powerplants.



300 hpe

Vespa 
GTS

Distinctive design

top performance in 
the Vespa range

agile and easy to 
handle in traffic 

colourful and fun



“VESPA COLOURSMY WORLD”



300 hpe

Vespa 
GTS Touring

PERFECT for trips 
out of town

REAR luggage rack

elegant flyscreen

dedicated saddle



300 hpe 300 hpe

Vespa 
GTS Super

Vespa 
GTS SuperSport

aggressive and 
attractive

chromium trim

black diamond cut 
wheel rims

sporty details

THE ESSENCE OF 
SPORTINESS

DEDICATED 
GRAPHICS

bold look 

SPORTY SADDLE 



300 hpe 300 hpe

Vespa 
GTS SuperTech

Vespa 
Sei Giorni II edition

black wheel rims and 
sporty details

TFT dashboard with 4.3” 
full colour display

Vespa MIA connectivity 
system with pictogram 
navigation

numbered edition inspired 
by the ’50s era racing team

characteristic low 
headlight

saddle approved for 
two-up riding

BURNISHED FLYSCREEN 



Social media message 
notifications

Management of 
incoming and 

outgoing calls

Music playlist 
management

Voice 
commands

Pictogram 
navigation*

As well as providing riding parameters and 
generating trip statistics, the TFT dashboard is the 
interface for the VESPA MIA connectivity system 
(included as standard equipment on Vespa Sprint 
S, Vespa Primavera S and Vespa GTS SuperTech), 
which allows for complete communication between 
rider and vehicle. A Bluetooth connection and the 
dedicated Vespa app (which can be downloaded from 
the App Store or Google Play) transform the display 
into an extension of the smartphone, allowing the 
rider to answer calls, view message notifications, 
and activate voice commands and music playlists. 
ON VESPA GTS SUPERTECH, the display also serves as a 
navigation system, accompanying the rider along the 
route, pre-set in the Vespa app, with directions in 
the form of pictograms.

*the navigation function is AVAILABLE ONLY ON GTS
SUPERTECH AND is free of charge for three years
beginning from the first time it is used. Customers
can manage the optional renewal at their own
expense through in-app purchase.



Series
Special



300 hpe

The special Vespa Racing Sixties equipment packages are a full immersion in the unforgettable mood of the 
sixties, the legendary era of competitions that made Vespa an icon. A blend of adrenaline and gentleman-rider 
style embodies the intrinsic charm of sportiness, the thrill of speed and the competitive spirit. The inspiration 
was drawn from the passion for vehicle customisation between performance and aesthetics. Vespa GTS 
Super chooses a two-coloured stable: the classic and impeccable elegance of green with yellow details, and
white and red for a dynamic, current and slightly eccentric look.

sixties-inspired 
graphics

racing-style sporty 
look

DISTINCTIVE gold 
wheel rims

Special Series

Vespa 
GTS Super
Racing Sixties



Accessories

WINDSCREEN

MEDIUM WINDSCREEN

FLYSCREEN

PAINTED TOP BOX

Top box bracket kit

FRONT LUGGAGE CARRIER

REAR LUGGAGE CARRIER

MUDGUARD PROTECTION KIT

REAR PERIMETER PROTECTION 
KIT

REAR SHOCK ABSORBERS 
COMPLETE KIT

GENUINE LEATHER SADDLE

TWO-UP SPORT SADDLE

SINGLE-SEAT SPORT SADDLE

PREMIUM LINE-CNC ALUMINIUM 
ACCESSORIES

SPORT EXHAUST

OUTDOOR VEHICLE COVER

INDOOR VEHICLE COVER

SADDLE-HANDLE BAR ANTI 
THEFT

ELECTRONIC ANTI THEFT

MECHANICAL ANTI THEFT

RUBBER FOOTMAT

LEG COVER

KIT SMARTPHONE SUPPORT

VESPA MIA MULTIMEDIA 
PLATFORM

WINDSCREEN

FLYSCREEN

PAINTED TOP BOX

TOP BOX INTERNAL BAG

Top box bracket kit

BACKREST

FRONT LUGGAGE CARRIER

REAR LUGGAGE CARRIER

FRONT PERIMETER PROTECTION

REAR PERIMETER PROTECTION

MUDGUARD PROTECTION KIT

SIDE STAND

GENUINE LEATHER BAG

SPORT SADDLE

GRAPHICS KIT

STEERING COVER

sporty suspension cover  
black or grey

SPORT ALLURE LINE-CARBON  
LOOK ACCESSORIES

OUTDOOR VEHICLE COVER

INDOOR VEHICLE COVER

SADDLE-HANDLE BAR ANTI THEFT

ELECTRONIC ANTI THEFT

MECHANICAL ANTI THEFT

RUBBER FOOTMAT

LEG COVER

KIT SMARTPHONE SUPPORT

WINDSCREEN

MEDIUM WINDSCREEN

FLYSCREEN

PAINTED TOP BOX

TOP BOX INTERNAL BAG

Top box bracket kit

BACKREST

FRONT LUGGAGE CARRIER

REAR LUGGAGE CARRIER

FRONT PERIMETER PROTECTION

REAR PERIMETER PROTECTION

MUDGUARD PROTECTION KIT

SIDE STAND

GENUINE LEATHER BAG

LUXURY LINE-GENUINE LEATHER 
ACCESSORIES

OUTDOOR VEHICLE COVER

INDOOR VEHICLE COVER

SADDLE-HANDLE BAR ANTI THEFT

ELECTRONIC ANTI THEFT

MECHANICAL ANTI THEFT

RUBBER FOOTMAT

LEG COVER

KIT SMARTPHONE SUPPORT

Vespa 
Primavera

Vespa 
Sprint

Vespa 
GTS



lifestyle & 
technical 
apparel

practical and functional 
to ride in safety 

minimalist lines

high quality

a touch of Vespa 
for your lifestyle



helmets
high construction quality

maximum protection

unique and original design



GTS 
GTS Touring
GTS Super 
GTS SuperSport
GTS SuperTech
GTS Super Racing Sixties
300 hpe

Sei Giorni II edition
300 hpe

Primavera 
Primavera Touring 
Primavera S 
Primavera (RED)  
(150 i-get)*

Engine Single cylinder 4-stroke, 4 valves, 
electronic injection, hpe

Single cylinder 4-stroke, 4 valves,
electronic injection, i-get

Single cylinder 
4-stroke, 3 valves, i-get

Displacement 278 cc 278 cc (155 cc)

Bore x stroke 75 mm x 63 mm 75 mm x 63 mm 52 mm x 58.6 mm 
(58 mm x 58.6 mm)

Max Power 
at the crank shaft 17.5 kW - 23.8 HP- at 8,250 rpm 17.5 kW - 23.8 HP - at 8,250 rpm  (9.2 kW - 12.5 HP - at 7,750 rpm)

Max Torque 26 Nm at 5,250 rpm 26 Nm at 5,250 rpm  (12.4 Nm at 6,750 rpm)

Consumption 31.2 km/l 31.2 km/l 40 km/l  (37 km/l)

CO2 emissions compliance 74 g/km 74 g/km 60 g/km (63 g/km)

Fuel system Electronic injection Electronic injection Electronic injection

Cooling Liquid Liquid Forced air

Starter Electric Electric Electric

Gearbox CVT continuously variable 
transmission with torque server

CVT continuously variable  
transmission with torque server

CVT continuously variable  
transmission with torque server

Clutch Automatic centrifugal dry clutch 
with vibration dampers

Automatic centrifugal dry clutch 
with vibration dampers

Automatic centrifugal dry clutch 
with vibration dampers

Load-bearing 
structure

Sheet steel body with welded 
reinforcements

Sheet steel body with welded 
reinforcements

Sheet steel body 
with welded reinforcements

Front
suspension

Single-sided link arm with coil spring 
and hydraulic shock absorber

Single-sided link arm with coil spring 
and hydraulic shock absorber

Single-sided link arm with coil 
spring and hydraulic monoshock 
absorber

Rear
suspension

Dual hydraulic shock absorbers 
with coil spring with preload 
with 4 position height adjustment

Dual hydraulic shock absorbers 
with coil spring with preload 
with 4 position height adjustment

Coil spring with preload 
adjustable to 4 positions 
and hydraulic monoshock absorber

Front
brake

Ø 220 mm stainless steel disc 
with hydraulic control

Ø 220 mm stainless steel disc 
with hydraulic control

Ø 200 mm stainless steel disc
with hydraulic control

Rear
brake

Ø 220 mm stainless steel disc 
with hydraulic control

Ø 220 mm stainless steel disc 
with hydraulic control

Ø 140 mm drum mechanically 
operated

ABS/ASR system ABS/ASR as standard ABS as standard ABS only on the front wheel

Front tyre Tubeless 120/70 - 12” Tubeless 120/70 - 12” Tubeless 110/70 - 12”

Rear tyre Tubeless 130/70 - 12" Tubeless 130/70 - 12” Tubeless 120/70 - 12”

Length/Width/Wheelbase 1,950 mm (755 1,375 mm) 1,950 / 770 / 1,375 mm 1,870 / 735 / 1,340 mm

Seat Height 790 mm 790 mm 790 mm

Fuel tank capacity 8.5 litres 8.5 litres 8 litres

Emissions compliance Euro 5 Euro 5 Euro 5

*(the data referring to these versions 
is indicated in brackets when different)
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